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alifornia is one of just two states (with Kansas) that does not use a student-level growth model to 
measure school performance. This brief lays out a number of common beliefs about growth models 
and provides evidence that these beliefs are inaccurate or unsupported. In so doing, the brief makes 
a positive case that the state should adopt such a model and replace the current “change” metric in 
the California School Dashboard. Two specific models—student-growth percentiles and residual-gain 
growth models—would be a dramatic improvement over what the state currently uses and would 
much more validly identify schools succeeding and in need of support.
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Introduction

Educational accountability in California is in a new era. As the federal government 
has relaxed its requirements for consequential accountability, the state has taken a new 
approach to evaluating and supporting schools. In the past six years, California:

1.   Retired the Academic Performance Index, which it had been using to rate 
schools for nearly 15 years.

2.   Ended No Child Left Behind accountability, moving from a focus on rewards and 
sanctions to a model of continuous improvement.

3.   Enacted the Local Control Funding Formula and Local Control Accountability 
Plans.

4.   Rolled out the new California School Dashboard to report on school 
performance on multiple test-based and non-test indicators.

  A look at the key indicators in the Dashboard illustrates California’s effort 
to consider not just the status of school performance, but also changes in school 
performance. Specifically, California has chosen to include in the Dashboard ratings a 
“cohort-change” model that compares this year’s average score in a school or district to 
last year’s average score.

For many reasons (which I describe below), it is important for the state to include a 
measure of growth in its accountability system. But is the cohort-change model the right 
choice? California is one of just two states (the other is Kansas) that does not calculate 
or report a student-level growth model (i.e., one based on comparing the growth in 
achievement of individual students from year to year). Should it? What are some of the 
key considerations in selecting a growth model, and how might California use what we 
already know from other states and from decades of research to make the best selection? 

The purpose of this brief is to discuss the reasons why California should adopt 
a measure of student growth that aligns with what we know about the design of such 
measures and their use in accountability and continuous improvement systems. To do 
this, the brief presents a number of common misconceptions about growth models 
and dispels them using existing evidence. For the most part, when this brief talks about 
student growth models, it is referring to the Residual Gain Model1; when other models are 
discussed they are called out as such.   
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Growth Model Misconceptions

California is too different from other states to learn about growth models from 
research done elsewhere

Many people believe that technical research, such as growth-model research, 
must be context-specific to be relevant. The truth is that there is no reason to believe that 
the general findings from the technical literature on growth models are context-specific. 
Furthermore, growth-model research comes from a wide variety of contexts, many of 
which look like California.

There is a very large body of research on growth models2, and more research is 
being produced all the time. This research comes from states that look demographically 
similar to California (e.g., Texas3 and Florida4) and from states that look quite different 
(e.g., Tennessee5 and Missouri6). None of the recent reviews on the topic, nor any of 
the individual state-specific studies, provide any indication that the methodological 
recommendations they make are state- or context-specific.

Furthermore, though California often thinks of itself as being distinct from other 
states, there are many ways in which California is similar to other large, diverse states. 
Although California is the most populous state (enrolling approximately 6.2 million 
students), it is only 17 percent larger than Texas in student enrollment7. California is highly 
diverse, with only 24 percent white students and 59.8 percent African American and Latinx 
students, but Texas is just 28.5 percent white and 64.8 percent African American and 
Latinx. California has a large number of school districts (1,059), but Illinois has 970 and 
Texas has 1,241. California also has a large percentage of students eligible for free- and 
reduced-price lunch (58.9 percent), but Florida has 58.8 percent. In short, California looks 
very much like other large states along most any dimension. There is no reason to think 
California cannot learn about growth models, their designs, and their effects by drawing 
on data and lessons from other states. 

California already has a growth model in the Dashboard

Many people might look at the California School Dashboard and see that it 
accounts for a school’s “change” from last year to this year in assigning a Dashboard 
rating; they might believe that this change score is equivalent to a growth model. The 
truth is that the change score is not a growth model—it is more commonly referred to as a 
“cohort change” model or an “improvement” model8. It is substantively different from (and 
inferior to) a growth model. 

The difference between a growth model and this cohort change model is 
straightforward. A growth model tracks the performance of individual children from year to 
year, comparing the growth rates of children in different classrooms, schools, or districts. 
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In contrast, a cohort-change model like the one California currently uses compares 
this year’s students in a school or district to last year’s students. They are fundamentally 
different approaches to looking at the change in performance over time (they literally 
measure different things), so the current Dashboard measure is not a growth model.

Consider a middle school where the students come in at the 30th percentile in 
6th grade, advance to the 50th percentile in 7th grade and the 70th percentile in 8th 
grade9. This school is doing phenomenal things for children—raising their achievement 
dramatically. A growth model, shown in Table 1, would reflect this impact and would show 
this school as a huge positive outlier. In contrast, if the arriving 6th graders stayed at the 
30th percentile year after year (as they likely would, given the stable relationship of school-
average poverty with achievement levels), the state’s cohort change model would show 
this school as middle-of-the-road.

Figure 1.  How cohort change models fail to measure student growth

Even if the current change measure isn’t the same as a student-growth model, it tells 
us the same things

Many people might believe that the state’s cohort-change model and a true growth 
model might differ technically while still producing the same or very similar results. The 
truth is that cohort-change models and adjusted-gain growth models can (and often 
do) produce substantially different results because they measure fundamentally different 
things 

There are many reasons why these models produce different results. One obvious 
reason is because cohorts of students can vary dramatically from year to year, so the 
groups of students being compared to one another in a cohort-change model are often 

Highly Effective Middle School

Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Average
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Source: Albert Shanker Institute
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very different from one another. While comprehensive California data are not available, it’s 
estimated that around 8-15 percent of children move out of a school or district in a given 
year (numbers are even greater in high-needs schools)10. 

At a more basic level, it is clear to see that a school that causes student 
achievement to grow substantially from year to year (thus, performing well under a 
growth model), could have no or little change in the cohort-change model if the school 
enrolled similar kinds of students from year to year. The opposite is also true—a school in a 
gentrifying area could enroll more  affluent children each year, causing it to look better in 
a cohort-change model even if it is not actually causing student achievement to grow.

To see how pronounced the differences in the approaches are, a recent analysis 
using data from the CORE districts compared school ratings based on the cohort-change 
model currently used to growth model results based on a student-level growth model11. 
The results, seen in Figure 2, showed that large proportions of schools identified as low-
performing using a cohort-change model were actually high-growth schools (the top left 
corner). Similarly, many schools that were above average on the cohort-change model 
scored below average on the growth model (the bottom right corner). In this instance, it is 
not that both models are equally wrong, it’s that the cohort change model is giving more 
incorrect (i.e., less valid) signals about school performance. 

Figure 2.   Comparison of cohort-change model (X axis) and student growth percentile  
(y axis)

There’s no agreement among researchers on which growth models to use

Many people might think there are too many kinds of growth models with no 
agreement even among experts about which of the models is the best. The truth is that 
only a very small number of models are regarded as the “gold standard,” and the choice 
of one model over another is more about values and intended uses than it is about which 
model is the best.

Source: CORE Districts. 2018 analysis of residual gain student-level growth models.
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Under the Every Student Succeeds Act, 42 states are using just four kinds of 
models: a student-growth percentile model, a value table, a growth-to-standard approach, 
or a residual- gain/value-added model12. Of these, 31 states are using one or both of the 
closely-related13 student growth percentile and residual gain/value-added models. A variety 
of studies support the general conclusion that these kinds of models—regression-based 
models that determine how much better or worse children score on a test given their 
prior achievement (and possibly other variables)—are the most appropriate for making 
inferences about schools’ effects on student achievement14. Residual-gain models fare 
the strongest from a validity standpoint, while student- growth percentile models fare 
slightly worse on validity but may be more understandable by parents or educators. There 
are numerous available reviews of the evidence about the strengths and weaknesses of 
different models, but there is broad consensus among researchers who study growth 
models that these two approaches are the least biased and most accurate.

Controlling for student demographics in a growth model means we are setting 
different goals for different children

Some residual-gain models incorporate demographic information about students, 
including possibly their free- and reduced-price lunch status, EL status, disability status, 
etc. Many people might see models that include these predictors and interpret them to 
mean that the model is setting different targets for students based on these demographic 
variables. The truth is that models of this sort do compare children to other children with 
similar characteristics and prior achievement, but the decision about whether or not to 
control for these characteristics in the model is a discussion about values, not a technical 
consideration. 

There are several key questions the state might consider in deciding whether to 
control for student demographics in their residual-gain models. One question is whether 
the state is interested in comparing schools that are similar in terms of the kinds of 
students they serve. Put another way, should schools be punished or rewarded based 
on who the children are who happen to enroll at the school, or should comparisons be 
based on schools’ effects on those students’ performance? Similarly, should schools be 
compared fairly with themselves over time? For example, schools in rapidly gentrifying 
urban areas might quickly appear to be more effective because their student body is 
becoming more affluent. Controlling for student demographics would ensure schools 
are not benefiting from or being punished for demographic changes that are out of their 
control.

If the state is indeed interested in comparing schools net of their students’ 
characteristics, then a second question is whether the state is more comfortable under-
correcting or under-correcting for student characteristics. The answer to this question 
could inform the specific type of residual-gain model chosen15. These choices are mostly 
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conceptual and value-driven, however, the actual differences in the performance of 
these models are modest and depend on the particular covariates used and how they are 
included in the model16. 

“VAM is a sham”: These models don’t provide school effectiveness data that could help 
us make valid judgments about school effectiveness

Many people have heard that residual-gain and other growth-based approaches to 
measuring effectiveness are biased and invalid. The truth is that the best and most recent 
research concludes that growth-based estimates of effectiveness using residual-gain 
models demonstrate real and educationally meaningful differences in effectiveness that 
persist for many years. Furthermore, the most sophisticated residual gain models can all 
but eliminate concerns about bias. Finally, the question of validity and bias is a question 
about the use of the results—if the results are to be used for continuous improvement and 
other low-stakes purposes, validity and bias concerns are dramatically reduced anyway. 

Two kinds of recent studies provide evidence that the best residual gain models 
produce either unbiased estimates of impacts on student achievement or estimates 
with extremely small bias. While these studies are in the context of teacher value-added, 
not school value-added (there has been much less research on the latter), there is no 
reason to think that the general findings do not apply. In one kind of study, students are 
randomly assigned to teachers in order to estimate teachers’ true impact on student 
achievement and compare it to estimates calculated from longitudinal data obtained 
prior to the random assignment17. In another kind of study, researchers use large-scale 
longitudinal data to relate estimates of teacher effects to students’ long-term outcomes18. 
The conclusion from these studies is that “estimates of teacher value-added from standard 
models are not meaningfully biased by student-teacher sorting along observed or 
unobserved dimensions19.”

Another important dimension of the validity question is “compared to 
what?” Currently, schools are evaluated based on their performance levels and the 
aforementioned cohort-change score. A wide variety of evidence makes clear that 
performance levels are largely a measure of who enrolls in a school (poverty and other 
demographic characteristics) and have little to nothing to do with school effectiveness. 
Figure 320 demonstrates this, showing the very strong relationship between school percent 
free and reduced lunch and school-average achievement levels (Figure 421 shows that 
this relationship is almost nonexistent for student-growth percentiles). And, as discussed 
above, cohort change measures have highly questionable validity as measures of 
effectiveness. Thus, even if there are modest questions about bias and validity with respect 
to the use of residual-gain growth models to identify the effectiveness of schools, there is 
absolute certainty these models are better from a bias and validity perspective than what 
the state currently uses.
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Figure 3.   Student achievement levels and school average income in a large national 
sample
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Figure 4. Student achievement growth and school average income in a large national sample 
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Growth models are too technical for educators or parents to understand 

 Many people might believe that growth models—especially residual-gain models that 
require statistical modeling—are too technical for educators or parents to understand or make 
use of. The truth is that educators and parents value growth data, and we have learned a great 
deal about how to present these data to stakeholders in ways that they understand and can 
use.  

 The first important fact is that educational stakeholders value growth data. In fact, 
recent research examining how parents make judgments about school quality found that 
parents place more weight on student growth than they do on achievement levels or any other 
criterion when comparing schools to make judgments about school quality22. Teachers also 
often value these data and, when properly supported and trained in how to analyze them, can 
use them to improve teaching and learning23.  

 Not only do these stakeholder groups value growth data, but they can be supported to 
help understand and make use of these data. There are numerous practitioner- and parent-
oriented materials available to help users make sense of these data, ranging from whole 
books24 to reports25 to short briefs26. It is true that growth data, especially those based on 
residual gain and other advanced statistical approaches, are complicated. But experience makes 
clear that everyone can be made to understand these data.  
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Fall to Spring Reading Growth for Over 1500 Public Schools Across the US
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Growth models are too technical for educators or parents to understand

Many people might believe that growth models—especially residual-gain models 
that require statistical modeling—are too technical for educators or parents to understand 
or make use of. The truth is that educators and parents value growth data, and we have 
learned a great deal about how to present these data to stakeholders in ways that they 
understand and can use. 

The first important fact is that educational stakeholders value growth data. In fact, 
recent research examining how parents make judgments about school quality found that 
parents place more weight on student growth than they do on achievement levels or 
any other criterion when comparing schools to make judgments about school quality22. 
Teachers also often value these data and, when properly supported and trained in how to 
analyze them, can use them to improve teaching and learning23. 

Not only do these stakeholder groups value growth data, but they can be 
supported to help understand and make use of these data. There are numerous 
practitioner- and parent-oriented materials available to help users make sense of these 
data, ranging from whole books24 to reports25 to short briefs26. It is true that growth data, 
especially those based on residual gain and other advanced statistical approaches, are 
complicated. But experience makes clear that everyone can be made to understand these 

data. 

Growth models don’t make sense in an accountability and continuous improvement 
system

Many people think that the data we already have in the Dashboard is sufficient for 
California’s continuous improvement efforts. The truth is that the existing data, especially 
the cohort-change data, are insufficient for the task of contributing to continuous 
improvement. 

In order for continuous improvement to succeed, we must first have an accurate 
sense of how schools are doing, where areas of need are located, and what practices 
predict improvements in outcomes. Simply put, we cannot have an accurate sense of 
any of these things if we do not have accurate growth data, and the current Dashboard 
measures do not provide accurate data on schools’ effects on student learning. 

Using a growth model puts teachers at risk of being fired

Many people think that because growth models have been part of high-stakes 
teacher evaluation systems in other states, their use in California’s school accountability 
would lead to teacher evaluation reforms here. The truth is that creating a growth model 
has no bearing at all on the policy decision of how growth-model data are to be used. 
Furthermore, there is absolutely no indication that high-stakes teacher evaluation is on the 
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policy agenda in Sacramento, especially given California was one of the very few states 
that successfully resisted Obama-era encouragement to establish these systems.

Recommendations

Based on the existing literature and an examination of California’s own goals for the 
Dashboard and the continuous improvement system, the state should adopt a student-
level growth model as soon as possible. Forty-eight states have already done so; there is 
no reason for California to hang back with Kansas while other states use growth data to 
improve their schools. 

As described above, there are just a few kinds of growth models that are used in 
most states. Of these, there are two possible models that are most suited to California: 
student-growth percentiles (SGPs) and residual-gain models. Residual-gain models can be 
further categorized as one-step or two-step models, as well as models that do and don’t 
control for demographics other than prior achievement. A full review of these models is 
available elsewhere27, but this brief concludes with a short discussion of the strengths and 
weaknesses of these approaches.

Student Growth Percentiles

Student-growth percentiles are the most widely used growth models in state 
accountability systems. Student-growth percentiles use students’ prior test score history 
to answer the question “How well is this student doing this year compared to students 
with similar prior test scores?” SGPs are typically expressed in percentiles, so a score of 
80 means that a student is doing better than 80% of students with her similar prior test 
history. SGPs can be averaged and reported for schools or districts. A major advantage 
of this approach relative to residual-gain models seems to be that it is relatively easier for 
practitioners to understand insofar as the numbers have a clear meaning. Disadvantages 
seem to be that the model may be subject to a bit more bias than residual gain models 
and that it has not been studied as much, so its properties are generally less well known. 
This model also has some technical downsides relating to its assumptions, but these are 
fairly typical of all approaches to measuring growth.

Residual Gain Models

SGPs are actually special cases of residual-gain models, which are also widely 
used by states. These models use students’ prior achievement, sometimes with additional 
demographic or other covariates, to answer the question “How far above or below 
expectation is this student performing given her prior achievement (and perhaps also 
given her demographics and that of the school)?” Residual gain models are by far the 
most common models in research—they are often used, for instance, in experimental 
evaluations of the impact of a given treatment when student achievement is also 
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measured. The research consensus is that these models (especially certain kinds of 
residual gain models) exhibit the least bias of all available growth models. They have similar 
technical limitations to student-growth percentiles, and they also may be somewhat more 
difficult to explain because they do not produce results on the percentile scale (though 
they can in fact be reported on a similar percentile scale to SGPs). 

A separate decision, if a residual gain model is chosen, is whether or not to adjust 
the model for student demographics. Most researchers who study value-added models, 
and are concerned most about bias and the incentives inherent in choosing a model, 
would prefer a model that does control for students’ individual and peer demographics 
in addition to prior test scores. For example, Castellano and Ho (2013) argue, “If it seems 
that more grades [of prior achievement data] allow for an improved definition of academic 
peers, then why not improve the definition further by including demographic variables?28” 
Koedel and colleagues (2015) similarly argue that “in policy applications it may be desirable 
to include demographic and socioeconomic controls in [residual-gain models], despite 
their limited impact on the whole, in order to guard against [schools] in the most disparate 
circumstances being systematically identified as over- or under-performing.29” However, 
Koedel and colleagues also argue that the practical significance of not controlling for 
demographic variables is likely small—the correlation between results from models that do 
and do not control for demographic variables is typically close to 1. 

Conclusion

Many people think that California’s current Dashboard and continuous 
improvement system represent a dramatic change over what it replaced. The truth is 
that California could very easily, and at close to zero cost, choose a growth model that 
would represent a dramatic improvement over what currently exists. While the residual-
gain model is the consensus choice of most experts, even the student-growth percentile 
would be a fine choice. Either way, there is more than enough information for leaders in 
the state, including the State Board of Education, to make a decision, and they should act 
now. 
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